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PPM Site Services has been leading the  
industry since 2002 with trained HAZMAT 
First Responders armed with the latest  
resources and technology. We are uniquely  
suited with equipment, fleets and trained 
specialists to handle all situations  
and conditions.

+  Natural Disaster Relief Services 

+  Storm, Hurricane & Flood  
    Damage Recovery

+  Oil Spills and Beach Clean up

+  Confined Space Entry  
    (CSE) Specialists

+  Tank Cleaning

+  PCB Decontamination

+  Advanced Rail Car Specialists

+  Pipeline Cleaning  
    & CCTV Inspection

+  Industrial Vacuum Services 
    (Air-Movers)

+  Hydro-Blasting 
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PPM Site Services delivers rapid and effective 
response to a wide range of spills on land 
and marine. Solutions include oil response 
and removal, PCB spill response, and tanker/
truck response. Clients include petroleum 
companies, manufacturers and processors, 
utilities, aviation-related companies, rail 
industry, regulatory agencies, and Fortune 
500 companies. 

Spills & Clean Up  

+  Assessment and remediation for mold, asbestos and contaminants

+  Biohazard strike teams deep clean and disinfect entire facilities

+  Site decontamination and dehumidification, drying

+  Commercial and residential restoration

+  Storm and flood damage restoration

+  Fire clean up and restoration

+  Construction Site Final Cleanup

+  Janitorial Services 

Facility Services  
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+  Custom on-site mobile decon wash  
    stations for fast and efficient cleaning

+  HEPA vacuuming of all interior  
    areas including floor mats

+  Dry fogging for interior seats,  
    dash, floors, and wheels

+  Atomized misting for rear cargo  
    areas and loose hand tools

+  Hand-wiping for all “high-touch”  
    surfaces interior and exterior

Vehicle & Fleet Services  

Every day, our OSHA trained HAZMAT first responders 
are disinfecting, deep cleaning and restoring office 
buildings, subways, warehouses, AMTRAK, retail shops, 
banks, schools and hotels. From an MTA station to a 
30-floor multi-use building, PPM has the capability to  
decontaminate personnel, equipment and facilities 
where hazardous Materials, non-hazardous materials, 
and infectious substances have been released. 

Decontamination & Remediation  
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Our arsenal of OSHA trained HAZMAT first 
responders are uniquely suited to handle 
the sterilization & clean up. State-of-the-art 
equipment including the Odorox® Boss  
MDU and the Steramist® Binary Ionization 
technology is military tested & approved. 
PPM Site Services will restore and remediate 
industrial, commercial facilities and  
command centers. 

Leading with Experience 
& Equipment  

For over 20 years, PPM Site Services has been at the forefront of  
the environmental industry delivering a wide range of emergency 
response services. Our crews respond to oil spills, hazardous  
material releases, hurricanes, floods, biological terror attacks  
(anthrax), avian flu outbreaks, and the coronavirus pandemic.  
Our industry leading personnel and equipment are relied on for  
comprehensive emergency clean up and decontamination of  
spaces and fleets in the most sensitive areas. PPM brings an  
arsenal of the latest equipment and a team of OSHA trained  
HAZMAT first responders. 
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